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Serbian Early Printed Books from Venice:  
Creating Models for Automatic Text Recognition  

Using Transkribus

Vladimir R. Polomac

Abstract: The paper describes the process of creating a model for the automatic rec-
ognition of Serbian Church Slavonic printed books from Venice (from Božidar and 
Vincenzo Vuković’s printery) by using the Transkribus software platform, based on 
the principles of artificial intelligence and machine learning. By using the example of 
Prayer Book (Euchologion) (1538–1540) from Božidar Vuković’s printery, it has been 
shown that a successful model for the automatic recognition of individual books (with 
around 5% of unrecognized characters) can also be trained on the material consisting of 
approximately 4000 words, and that the increased amount of training material (in our 
case around 38000 words) leads to the improvement of the model and reduced error 
rate (between 1–2% of unrecognized characters). The most notable result of the paper is 
manifested through the creation of a generic model for the automatic text recognition of 
Serbian Church Slavonic books from Božidar and Vincenzo Vuković’s printery. The ini-
tial version of the generic model (called Dionisio 1.0. by the Božidar Vuković’s Italian 
pseudonym – Dionisio della Vecchia) is the first resource for the automatic recognition 
of the Serbian medieval Cyrillic script, publicly available to all users of the Transkribus 
software platform (see https://readcoop.eu/model/dionisio-1-0/).

Key words: Transkribus, Automatic Text Recognition, Serbian Early Printed Books, Ar-
tificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Venice.



1. Introduction

The basis for this paper can be traced in the recent research related to the use of 
the Transkribus1 software platform for the automatic recognition of Medieval Slavic 
Cyrillic manuscripts (cf. Rabus 2019a, Polomac and Lutovac Kaznovac 2021).2  The 
central part of Rabus 2019a is dedicated to the creation of a model for the automatic 
recognition of Church Slavonic manuscripts,3 accompanied by quantitative and 
qualitative analyses of the results which were obtained by applying these models 
to manuscripts written in uncial and semi-uncial Cyrillic scripts. The main merit of 
this paper is manifested in the fact that by using concrete examples the automatic 
recognition of Serbian Church Slavonic manuscripts is indeed achievable in practice, 
and that one can automatically obtain the first version of the text in an electronic form 
with the acceptable error rate – around 4% of incorrectly recognized characters,4 so 
that after the manual correction performed by a competent philologist, done within a 
much shorter time frame and with fewer human and financial resources, the result can 

1 Transkribus (https://readcoop.eu/transkribus) is a free-access software platform for the automatic 
recognition and search of manuscripts developed as a part of the READ project at the University of 
Innsbruck. Unlike the traditional approach (OCR technology), which focuses on individual letters in the 
recognition process, Transkribus uses the HTR technology, which is based on memorizing and recog-
nizing the image of the entire line of text. Recently developed and implemented into Transkribus, the 
HTR+ algorithm based on the artificial intelligence and advanced neural networks substantially reduces 
the time needed to train text-recognition models, with significantly higher accuracy rates. For a more 
detailed account of the technological background and operational aspects see Mühlberger et al. 2019.

2 The paper Burlacu and Rabus 2021: 1–9  investigates the potential applications of the Transkri-
bus software platform on Romanian Cyrillic manuscripts, while Rabus 2022 focuses on manuscripts and 
printed books written in Croatian Glagolitic script. Transkribus is successfully applied in the projects of 
transcribing multilingual (Greek-Latin-Church Slavonic) historical dictionaries (see Thompson 2021), 
as well as in the digitization of Church Slavonic printed books from the Berlin State Library (see Neu-
mann 2021).

3 The functionality of the Transkribus software platform is primarily manifested in the possibility 
of training one’s own model for the automatic text recognition, regardless of the language or script of the 
manuscript. The training of the automatic recognition model represents an instance of machine learning 
based on neural networks in which the model in the learning process compares the manuscript’s images 
and the associated letters, words, and lines from the diplomatic edition of the text. A successful model 
training requires manuscript images to have the highest possible quality and at least 15000 words of 
a recognized text. The required amount of data is significantly smaller when creating a model for the 
automatic recognition of old printed books – around 5000 words of the recognized text. For more details 
about the model training see Mühlberger et al. 2019: 959, Rabus 2019a: 11–14, Rabus 2019b.

4 The character error rate (CER) is calculated by comparing the automatically generated text and 
manually corrected version. For more details see Transkribus Glossary at https://readcoop.eu/glossary/
character-error-rate-cer/.
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be realized as the electronic form of the manuscript text ready for further philological 
and linguistic investigations. The specific merit of Rabus 2019a paper can be seen 
in making models for the automatic recognition of Church Slavonic manuscripts 
publicly available, so that their performance can be further attested by applying 
them to other Slavic medieval manuscripts. The results of applying these models to 
the Serbian medieval manuscripts written in different types of Cyrillic script were 
presented in Polomac and Lutovac Kaznovac 2021. The authors draw a conclusion 
that the application of the existing publicly available models for the automatic text 
recognition (created by A. Rabus) produces relatively good results when applied to 
Serbian medieval manuscripts written in semi-uncial Cyrillic script, but they also 
suggest that special models be created for the manuscripts written in cursive Cyrillic 
script. Knowing that the initial results concerning the application of the Transkribus 
software platform to Slavic medieval Cyrillic manuscripts were quite encouraging, 
by writing this paper we have also wished to extend the area of research to the Serbian 
Early Printed Books. The primary goal of the paper is the creation of the model for 
the automatic recognition of Serbian Church Slavonic books5 printed during the 16th 
century in Venice in Božidar Vuković’s6 and his son Vicenzo’s7 printery. Limiting 
the scope of the paper only to books coming from the Vuković printery is justified 
by the fact that the printery was responsible for the publication of the majority of the 
preserved Serbian Early Printed Books from the 16th century,8 as well as by the fact 

5 No publicly available models for the automatic recognition of Old Serbian/Slavic Cyrillic printed 
books can be found in the Transkribus platform. A. Rabus, a German Slavicist, has developed a model 
for the automatic recognition of Glagolitic printed books from Tübingen and Urach, along with several 
models for the recognition of Cyrillic and Glagolitic manuscripts (see Rabus 2019a: 15–19, 23–27, 
Rabus 2022).

6 Božidar Vuković was a Serbian merchant from Zeta (Podgorica and the area surrounding Lake 
Skadar). After his arrival at Venice (in 1516 at the latest) he acculturated his Serbian name to the new 
environment by creating a Latin and an Italian pseudonym (It. Dionisio della Vecchia, Lat. Dionisius 
a Vetula) from his Serbian name and the toponym of Starčeva Gorica (at Lake Skadar), indicating his 
origin (cf. Lazić 2018a). Božidar Vuković continued his successful trade in Venice, as well as his social 
and public affairs, which is evidenced by the data from 1534 stating that he received a noble title from 
Charles V of Habsburg, while in 1536 he was elected the steward (gastaldo) of the Orthodox community 
(the Brotherhood of Greeks) in Venice (cf. Pešikan 1994: 79–80). Books from his printery were aimed at 
the Serbian Orthodox Church and its flock under Ottoman rule, yet the motives of his printing business 
were not only patriotic and religious, but also mercantile and financial (cf. Lazić 2013; 2020b).

7 For more details about Vicenzo Vuković's life and work see Pešikan 1994: 83–85.
8 In the first phase of his work Božidar Vuković printed Hieratikon (Liturgikon) (1519), Psalter 

with Appendices (1520) and Prayer Book (Miscellany for Travellers) (1520), while in the second phase 
he printed Prayer Book (Miscellany for Travellers) (1536), Octoechos, Mode 5–8. (1537), Festal Me-
naion (1538) and Prayer Book (Euchologion) (1538–1540) (cf. Pešikan 1994: 86–89; Lazić 2018b: 
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that the equipment from this printery was later also used in other Venetian printeries, 
namely those of Jerolim Zagurović, Antonio Rampazetto and Bartolomeo Ginammi 
(see Pešikan 1994: 117–119, 175, 177).9 On the other hand, the research regarding 
the applications of the Transkribus software platform for the automatic recognition 
of the Church Slavonic printed books from the Berlin State Library have shown that 
the best results are obtained if one creates models which belong to a single printing 
tradition or a single printery (Neumann 2021: 211).

2. Transcription Process and the Creation  
of the Special HTR Model 

The initial methodological problem was the fact that we had no transcripts of the 
Serbian Early Printed Books from Venice at our disposal to be used for model training. 
The first data set for the training of the specific model was obtained by using the 
generic model for the automatic text recognition of old and modern Church Slavonic 
printed books currently developed by A. Rabus.10 At the moment of application, 
this model contained the material consisting of 92003 words, with a considerably 
low rate of incorrectly recognized characters (2.39%) after 150 training epochs.11 
The automatic text recognition process was started on Prayer Book (Euchologion) 
(1538–1540) from Božidar Vuković’s printery.12 In the first experiment, when we 
applied Rabus’ generic model for old and modern Church Slavonic printed books to 

167–170; Lazić 2020a: 334–344). After Božidar Vuković’s death, during the period of 1456 to 1461, 
his son Vicenzo Vuković reprints Psalter with Appendices (1546), Prayer Book (Miscellany for Trav-
ellers) (1547), Hieratikon (Liturgikon) (1554), Prayer Book (Miscellany for Travellers) (1560), Oc-
toechos, Mode 5–8. (1560) and Psalter with Appendices (1561) (see Pešikan 1994: 89–91;  Lazić 2018b: 
171–173; Lazić 2020a: 336). In Vicenzo Vuković’s printery in 1561, Stefan of Scutari (see Pešikan 
1994: 197) printed Lenten Triodion, and in 1566 Jakov of Kamena Reka (see Pešikan1994: 134) printed 
Prayer Book (Miscellany for Travellers).

9 The importance of Vuković printery and later Venetian printeries which used Vuković’s equip-
ment is evidenced by the fact that around two-thirds of the preserved stock of the Serbian Early Printed 
Books from 15th to 17th centuries come from these printeries. For a detailed list of the books printed in 
Venice see Lazić 2018b: 178–182.

10 Once again I wish to express my gratitude to A. Rabus for allowing me to use the model, as well 
as for his support and help in the writing of this paper.

11 The term epoch is used in machine learning to denote “one complete presentation of the data set 
to be learned to a learning machine” (see Burlacu and Rabus 2021: 1).

12 The book is stored in the Matica Srpska library (cf. Grbić et al. 1994: 55–56; Pešikan 1994: 
146–147), and is also available in the digital form, see http://digital.bms.rs/ebiblioteka/publications/
view/5552. 
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folios 2–16 (a total of 28 pages of the Prayer Book (Euchologion) (1538–1540)), we 
obtained the first transcripts in which the rate of incorrectly recognized characters 
was 21.88% on average.13 After the manual correction of obtained transcripts, we had 
the starting material for the training of the specific model. A model called Dionisio 
0.1. (by the publisher Božidar Vuković’s Italian pseudonym – Dionisio della Vechia) 
was trained only by using the transcripts of the first 28 folios of the book with 4049 
words.14 After 50 training epochs, the unrecognized character rate of the training set 
was 0.12%, while for the validation set (2 pages) it was 4.94%.15 In the following stage 
of the transcription process we applied the Dionisio 0.1. model to the folios 16–51 
(70 pages of Prayer Book (Euchologion) (1538–1540)). Having manually corrected 
automatically obtained transcripts, we gained more material for the training of a new 
model, and consequently somewhat better performance. The Dionisio 0.2 model was 
trained by using the first 95 pages of the book with 13830 words. After 100 training 
epochs the unrecognized character rate for the training set was 0.17%, while for the 
validation set (5 pages) it was 2.67%. In the following stage of the transcription 
process we applied the Dionisio 0.2. model to folios 51–136 (169 pages in total) 
and after the manual correction of the automatically recognized text we trained the 
model again, gaining even better performance. The Dionisio 0.3. model was trained 
by using the material consisting of 256 pages of the book with 37902 words. After 
100 training epochs the unrecognized character rate for the training set was 0.46%, 
while for the validation set (13 pages) it was 1.67%, which can be seen in the learning 
curve shown in the following picture.16

13 This piece of information does not represent a true indicator of the model’s success since the 
largest number of errors is associated with the failure to recognize accents. A more detailed quantitative 
analysis was not conducted because the model was still in the development stage at the time of writing 
of this paper.

14 All models described in this paper have been created by using the HTR+ engine. The perfor-
mance comparison of models trained on the same material by the HTR+ engine and PyLaia engine will 
be left for future investigations.

15 In the machine learning process, the evaluation of a model’s performance is made by using a 
validation set, consisting of a smaller part of the entire material prepared for the model training (between 
2% and 10%), but which has not been seen during the training.    

16 The learning curve shows that during the first 10 training epochs the ratio of unrecognized char-
acters decreases sharply both in the training set and the validation set. As the training process progresses, 
we can see that the ratio of unrecognized characters decreases more slowly, becoming more stable and 
maintaining the same level after 50 epochs until the end, which is expected since this is the number of 
training epochs recommended by Transkribus. It is not necessary to have a special computer equipment 
for the model training because the entire process is performed by Transkribus servers in Austria. The 
usual time spent for the training of models presented in this paper was between 2–3 hours.
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The results of the training process for the three models which were used clearly 
indicate that the success rate of the model depends on the amount of the training 
material (see Table 1).

Table 1: Performance of the Dionisio model and the amount of training data

Model Word count Number  
of pages

Training  
Set CER 

Validation  
Set CER

Dionisio 0.1. 4049 28 0.12% 4.94%
Dionisio 0.2. 13830 95 0.17%, 2.67%
Dionisio 0.3. 37902 295 0.46% 1.67%

To illustrate the success of the Dionisio 0.3. model, we can use the image of the 
folio 85v and the automatically recognized text shown in the Picture 2.

The rate of incorrectly recognized characters from this page of the book is merely 
0.78%.  The Dionisio 0.3. model makes errors recognizing the initial Ѿ in Ѿрѣ́ши 1 
(in the incorrect form of Прѣ́ши 1), as well as when recognizing the superscript х in 
твоиⷯ 3 (as the incorrect твоиⷨ 3). The remaining errors are connected with the spaces 
between words: instead of вь сла́вꙋ 2 there is the incorrect вьсла́вꙋ 2, instead of ра́ба 
9, мѣ́стѣ 10, 11 there is the incorrect ра́ба- 9, мѣ́стѣ- 10, 11. The error related to the 
recognition of the punctuation mark in the fifth line (instead of ⁖~ there is the incorrect 
⁘) has occurred because the model had no chance to see the mark during the training 
process. The comparative representation of the image and automatically recognized 
text shows that Dionisio 0.3. model successfully recognizes not only letters, but also 

Picture 1: The Dionisio 0.3. model learning curve
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accent marks, punctuation marks (comma and full stop), titlos, superscript letters, 
initials and spaces between words.

We can conclude from the conducted experiment that the efficient models for the 
automatic recognition of Serbian Church Slavonic Printed Books (with less than 5% 
of incorrectly recognized characters) can also be trained by using transcripts which 
contain fewer than the recommended number of 5000 words.17 In our Prayer Book 
(1538–1540) case, this means that by using only the transcripts of around 5% of 
the book (28 pages), a model can be created which will automatically recognize the 
remaining part of the book (540 pages in total) with approximately 5% of incorrectly 
recognized characters. What is especially important for the successful automatic 
recognition is the fact that the performance of the model can be enhanced – the 
more transcripts used for training, the fewer the number of incorrectly recognized 

Picture 2: Prayer Book (1538–1540) and Dionisio 0.3

17 The same results were obtained by Neumann 2021: 212 on the material consisting of Church 
Slavonic printed books from the Berlin State Library. 
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characters. In this way the researcher automatically obtains highly reliable first 
transcripts which require noting but the final manual correction, after which they can 
be used for further philological and linguistic investigations, and this, when compared 
to the traditional approach (manual recognition), requires incomparably less time to 
form a substantially larger corpus.

3. Application of the Dionisio 0.3. model 
to other volumes from the Vuković printery

In the next part of the research we tested the performance of the Dionisio 0.3. 
model applied to automatic recognition of other Serbian Church Slavonic books 
from the printeries of Božidar and Vicenzo Vuković. The experiment encompassed 
ten pages from each of the following Venetian volumes:18 Psalter with Appendices 
(1519–1520), Prayer Book (Miscellany for Travellers) (1536) and Festal Menaion 
(1538) from Božidar Vuković’s printery; Prayer Book (Miscellany for Travellers) 
(1547) and Hieratikon (Liturgikon) (1554) from Vicenzo Vuković’s printery. The 
initial hypothesis that the model trained on the material from a single book can also 
successfully be used for the recognition of other books from the same printery has 
been confirmed by the results of the quantitative analysis presented in the following 
table.

Table 2: Dionisio 0.3. model and other books from Vuković printery

Book Character Error Rate (CER)

Psalter with Appendices (1519–1520) 8.99%

Prayer Book (Miscellany for Travellers) (1536) 6.86%

Festal Menaion (1538) 5.45%

Prayer Book (Miscellany for Travellers) (1547) 4.66%

Hieratikon (Liturgikon) (1554) 9.37%

18 All books are available in digital form through the internet presentation of the Matica Srpska 
library; see at http://digital.bms.rs/ebiblioteka/publications/index/collection:4. For more details about 
the books see Grbić et al. 1994: 4–5, 8, 18–36, 62, 69–86.
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As the table above shows, the best result in text recognition is obtained on the 
material from Prayer Book (Miscellany for Travellers) (1547) from Vicenzo Vuković’s 
printery. As an illustration for the success of the model we can use the comparative 
presentation of the folio 32r (lines 6–15) and the automatically recognized text in the 
following image.

Picture 3: Prayer Book (Miscellany for Travellers) (1547)  
and the Dionisio 0.3. model

As the table shows, a conclusion can be drawn that the highest number of 
errors is to be attributed to the recognition of accents. Hence, instead of и̓́щоу́щеѝ 
8, мою̀ 9, пости́дет 9/10, ми́слещеѝ 10, гл҃ю́ще̏ 11, вьсѝ 13, лю́бещеѝ 15, твоѥ̀ 15, 
the Dionisio 0.3. model incorrectly renders и̓́щоу́щеѝ 8, лою 8, постидет 9/10, 
ми́слещеи҆ 10, гл҃ю́ще̏ 11, вьси̏ 13, лю́бещеи҆ 15, твоѥ 15. Several errors are related 
to the recognition of spaces between words: instead of възвесе́лет 12/13, бл҃го́ же 
12x2, те́бѣ 13/14 the model renders въ звесе́лет 12/13, бл҃го́же 12x2, те́бѣ 13/14. 
It is interesting that the model also has problems with the recognition of the 
letter м: instead of вьнмѝ 6, посра́мет 8, мою̀ 8, there are incorrect forms вьнмлѝ 
6, посра́млет 8, лою 8.

Similar performance of the Dionisio 0.3. model has also been observed 
in Festal Menaion (1538) from Božidar Vuković’s printery. To illustrate the 
successfulness of the model on the following picture we can use the comparative 
representation of a segment from the folio 3r and the corresponding automatically 
recognized text.
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Here also the largest number of errors is due to incorrect recognition of accents: 
instead of е̓́си 2, 8, вь́не 3, при́маше 7, моу́дре сѵмеѡ́не 10, the model reads е҆си 2, 8, вь 
не 3, при́ма́ше 7, моу́дресме ѡ̓́не 10. Several errors are connected with the space be-
tween words: instead of вь́не 3, и̓́ зрь́цало 4/5, моу́дре сѵмеѡ́не 10, сла́ва 10, the model 
incorrectly renders вь не 3, и̓́зрь́цало 4/5, сла́ва– 10, моу́дресме ѡ̓́не 10. The pajerak 
mark was not recognized in the example Възлю́биль 1 (the model reads Възлю́биль 
1). Inability to recognize the punctuation mark ⁖— 1, 10 (the model renders ⁘ 1, 10) 
was expected, since the model had no opportunity to see this mark during the training 
process. Errors in recognizing the letters occur in two examples: since the model did 
not have an opportunity to see the specific form of the letter ꙋ during the training 
process, it renders поло́чиль 8 (instead of полꙋчиль 8); the letter ѵ is absent from the 
example моу́дре сѵмеѡ́не 10 (the model reads моу́дресме ѡ̓́не 10).

A slightly higher error rate than the one found in the two previous books was 
registered in Prayer Book (Miscellany for Travellers) from 1536. To illustrate the 
success of the model we can use the comparative representation of a part of the folio 
49r and the corresponding automatically recognized text (Picture 5).

Picture 4: Festal Menaion (1538)  
and the Dionisio 0.3. model
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The highest number of errors was found with the accents and spaces between 
words: instead of е̓́го̀ 1, е̓́ди́номы́сльнїе 3, та́ко̀ждѐ 4/5, прогнѣ́ваю҆щеѥ҆ 5, жи́воущеѥ ̀5, 
е̓́гда̀ 6, потре́се сѐ 8, сїнаи́на 9, і҆сл҃ѥ́ва 10 the model reads е҆го̀ 1, е҆днно мы́сльнїе 3, 
та́ко́ждѐ 4/5, прогнѣ́ваю҆щеѥ̀ 5, жи́воущеѥ 5, е̓́гда 6, потре се се 8, сїнаи҆на 9, і сл҃ѥва 10; 
instead of въдо́вїиць̏ 1/2, е̓́ди́номы́сльнїе 3, вь до́мь 3, прѣⷣ лю́дми 6, потре́се сѐ 8, ѿ ли́ца 
9, ѿ лица 9, і҆сл҃ѥ́ва 10 the model reads въ до́вїи ць̏ 1/2, е҆днно мы́сльнїе 3, вьдо́ль 3, 
прѣлю́д ми 6, потре се се 8, ѡ̓́лица 9x2, і сл҃ѥва 10. In a smaller number of examples 
there are errors in recognizing the pajerak mark and superscript letters: instead of 
е̓́ди́номы́сльнїе 3, е̓́гда̀ 6, прѣⷣ лю́дми 6 there are the incorrect forms е҆днно мы́сльнїе 3, 
е̓́гда 6, прѣлю́д ми 6. It is interesting that in this book, like in Prayer Book (Miscel-
lany for Travellers) from 1547, the model makes errors when recognizing the letter 
м: instead of вь до́мь 3, ми́мохо́ждаше 7 there is the incorrect вьдо́ль 3, мли́мохо́ждаше 
7. The remaining errors in the recognition of letters were found with ѿ and и: instead 
of ѿ ли́ца 9, ѿ лица 9, ѿлоу́чиши 10 and е̓́ди́номы́сльнїе 3 the model incorrectly reads 
е҆днно мы́сльнїе 3, ѡ̓́лица 9x29, ѡ̓́лоу́чиши 10.

When compared to the three previous books, the performance of the Dionisio 0.3. 
model applied to Psalter with Appendices (1519–1520) and Hieratikon (Liturgikon) 
(1554) is worse to some extent, but taken as a whole it is quite satisfactory bearing in 
mind that CER of both books is smaller than 10%. The qualitative analysis showing 
the success of the model applied to the Psalter with Appendices (1519–1520) is based 
on the comparative representation of the image containing a segment of the 14r folio 
and the automatically recognized text provided in the following picture:

Picture 5: Prayer Book (Miscellany for Travellers) (1536)  
and the Dionisio 0.3. model
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Here too the largest number of errors is connected with the recognition of ac-
cents: instead of моѝ 1, 2, и̓́ 1, ꙗ̓́ко 1, ѹ҆зроу ̀3, ꙗ҆ко 3, нѝ 5, прѣд ѻ̓́чи́ма 6, твои́ма 
7, тво́рещеѥ҅ 7/8, гл҃ю́щеѥ҅ 8/9, мно́жьствомь 10, the model incorrectly reads ло́и 1, 2, 
и҆ 1, ꙗ̓́ко 1, ѹ̓́зроу 3, ꙗ̓́ко 3, ни 5, прѣдѻ́чима 6, твои҆ма 7, тво́ре́щеѥⷨ 7/8, гл҃ю́щеѥ 8/9, 
но́жьство́ль 10. The errors in the recognition of spaces between words are also fre-
quent: instead of б҃е моѝ 1, помл҃ю́ 1, зауⷮра ̀ 2, прѣд то́бою̀ 3, закѡ́нопрѣстоу́пници 6, 
прѣд ѻ̓́чи́ма 6, ль́стива 9, the model incorrectly reads: бело́и 1, поллю́- 1, зауⷣ ра̀ 2, 
прѣдто́бою̀ 3, закѡ́но прѣстоу́пници 6, прѣдѻ́чима 6, ль́стива- 9. In this book also the 
model makes frequent errors in the recognition of the letter м: instead of моѝ 1, 2, 
помл҃ю́ 1, крь́вемь 9, мно́жьствомь 10 there are ло́и 1, 2, поллю́- 1, крь́вель 9, но́жьство́ль 
10. A higher percentage of CER in relation to previous books in connected with the 
higher number of errors in the recognition of superscript letters, titlo mark and pa-
jerak mark: instead of б҃е моѝ 1, помл҃ю́ 1, зауⷮра 2, глⷭь 2, зауⷮра ̀2, прⷣѣ́ста́ноу 3, прѣ́боуⷣт 
5 the model incorrectly reads бело́и 1, поллю́- 11, заура 2, гл҃ь 2, зауⷣ ра̀ 2, прѣ́ста́ноу 
3, прѣ́боут 5; instead of прѣд то́бою̀ 3, прѣ́боуⷣт 5, прѣд ѻ̓́чи́ма 6, а̓́з 10, the model 
renders прѣдто́бою̀ 3, прѣ́боут 5, прѣдѻ́чима 6, а̓́з 10.

The qualitative analysis of the model’s success applied to the Hieratikon (Litur-
gikon) (1554) from Vicenzo Vuković’s printery is based on the comparative repre-
sentation of the image containing a portion of the 14r folio and the automatically 
recognized text given in the following picture.

Picture 6: Psalter with Appendices (1519–1520) and the Dionisio 0.3. model 
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The following examples contain the observed errors related to the recognition of 
accents: instead of пода́ваѥ҆ши 1, ѹ̓́зри́ши 1, зрѝ 2, бжⷭтьвнаа̀ 3, ѥ҆зы́чници 4, прѣ́ждѐ 
5, пода́ваю҆щїи́мь 6, зри́ жѐ 6, се̏ 7, да́ 7, сїа̀ 9, и̓́лѝ 10, the models incorrectly renders 
пода́ваѥ̓́ши 1, ѹ̓́зриши 1, зри 2, бжⷭтьвнаа 3, ѥ̓́зы́чници 4, прѣ́жде 5, пода́ваю҆щїи҆ль 6, 
зриже 6, сѐ 7, да 7, сїа 9, и̓́ли 10. Errors connected with the recognition of the spaces 
between words were recorded in the following examples: instead of не 1, зри́ жѐ 6, 
ѿ небрѣ́женїа 9, ѿ мо́кре- 9, вьроу́чет 10, the model incorrectly renders не- 1, зриже 6, 
ѡ̓́небрѣ́женїа 9, ѡ̓́ло́кре- 9, вь роу́чет 10. In this book the model makes errors in the 
recognition of the pajerak mark, the letter м and the letter ѿ: instead of бжⷭтьвнаа 3, 
ѥ҆зы́чници 4, бжⷭтьвныихь 8 there are incorrect бжⷭтьвнаа 3, ѥ̓́зы́чници 4, бжⷭтьвныихь 
8; instead of и̓́ма́мь 2, въмѣ́нише 5, пода́ваю҆щїи́мь 6, мы́шь 7 there are incorrect и̓́а́ль 
2, вълѣ́нише 5, пода́ваю҆щїи҆ль 6, лы́шь 7; instead of ѿ небрѣ́женїа 9, ѿ мо́кре- 9 we have 
the incorrect ѡ̓́небрѣ́женїа 9, ѡ̓́ло́кре- 9.

4. Creation and Evaluation of the Generic Model

Based on the quantitative and qualitative analyses presented in the previous 
chapter we can conclude that the Dionisio 0.3. model can also be relatively success-
fully used for the automatic recognition of other books from Božidar and Vicenzo 
Vuković’s printery. In this process the model most frequently makes errors in the 

Picture 7: Hieratikon (Liturgikon) (1554) and the Dionisio 0.3. model 
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recognition of accents and spaces between words, while the errors in the recognition 
of pajerak mark, superscript letters and the titlo mark occur less frequently. What is 
especially interesting is that the model had problems recognizing certain letters: most 
frequently the letters м and ѿ. Taking these errors into account, the future process of 
transcribing books from Vuković printery can be enhanced by manually correcting 
the transcripts obtained by applying the Dionisio 0.3. model, and then used to train 
a generic model which would contain the material from various books. Our starting 
hypothesis is that the generic model will achieve better results when recognizing oth-
er books from Božidar and Vicenzo Vuković’s printery than the special model trained 
only on a single book (Prayer Book (Euchologion) from 1538–1540).

Ground Truth data required for the training of the generic model were acquired 
by manually correcting the transcripts automatically obtained by applying the special 
Dionisio 0.3. model. In line with our findings about the dependence of a model’s 
success on the amount of data available for the training (see Table 1), along with the 
similar findings associated with the Church Slavonic books from the Berlin State 
Library (see Neumann 2021: 212), a goal was set to procure a critical amount of data 
consisting of around 10000 words per each printed book for the purposes of training 
the first version of the generic model called Dionisio 1.0. The structure and the mount 
of training data is given in Table 3.

Table 3: Structure of the model and the amount of data used for the training  
of the Dionisio 1.0. generic model

Book Word count Number of folios
Prayer Book (Euchologion) (1538–1540) 39889 269
Psalter (1519–1520) 10132 81
Prayer Book (Miscellany for Travellers) (1536) 10618 70 
Festal Menaion (1538) 10732 30
Prayer Book (Miscellany for Travellers) (1547) 10006 66
Hieratikon (Liturgikon) (1554) 10196 80
Total 91573 596

The structure and performance of the generic model Dionisio 1.0. after a hundred 
epochs have been given in Table 4, while the learning curve is provided in Picture 8.
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Table 4: Structure and performance of Dionisio 1.0. generic model

Dionisio 1.0. Word count Number of folios CER
Training set 86347 554 1.66%

Validation set 5226 32 2.09%

19 The images of these books were downloaded from the internet presentation of the National 
Library of Serbia: https://digitalna.nb.rs/sf/NBS/Stara_stampana_knjiga. 

Picture 8: Learning curve of the Dionisio 1.0. model

When comparing the performance of the special Dionisio 0.3. model and the 
generic Dionisio 1.0. model it is important to mention that the data from the Prayer 
Book (Euchologion) (1538) were omitted from the validation set. The comparison of 
the result connected with the Dionisio 0.3. model, which is presented in Table 2 (CER 
varies from 4.66% and 9.37%, depending on the book), and the result of the generic 
model applied to the validation set (which is 2.09%), clearly confirms the starting 
hypothesis that the performance of the generic model in the recognition of Serbian 
Church Slavonic books from Božidar and Vicenzo Vuković’s printery is substantially 
better than the performance of the model trained only on a single book – Prayer Book 
(Euchologion) from 1538.

The same conclusion can be drawn based on the data from the performance com-
parison of the two models applied to the three books not included in the training of 
the generic model: Hieratikon (Liturgikon) (1519) and Octoechos, Mode 5–8. (1537) 
originating from Božidar Vuković’s printery, and the Prayer Book (Miscellany for 
Travellers) (1560) from Vicenzo Vuković’s printery.19 A summary of the results is 
given in the following table:
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Table 5: Performance of Dionisio 0.3. and Dionisio 1.0 models

Book Dionisio 0.3. 
(CER)

Dionisio 1.0. 
(CER)

Hieratikon (Liturgikon) (1519) 9.35% 2.15%
Octoechos, Mode 5–8 (1537) 9.24% 4.50%
Prayer Book (Miscellany for Travellers) (1560) 8.29% 2.47%

To illustrate the success of the generic model, in the next picture we will use 
the parallel representation of the image containing the portion of the folio 100b of 
Hieratikon (Liturgikon) (1519) and the relevant automatically recognized text. 

Picture 9: Hieratikon (Liturgikon) (1519) and the Dionisio 1.0. model

A small number of errors that were observed in the automatic recognition most 
frequently occured with the accent marks and the spaces between words: instead of 
приве́ди ̏2/3, сьжеже́нїа 8, таи҅нꙋ 11 the model renders приве́ди 2/3, сьже́же́нїа 8, таи́нꙋ 
11; instead of ѡ̓́свѣ́щь 9, наре́кь 10, the model renders ѡ̓́ свѣ́щь 9, на ре́кь 1. We have 
also recorded an instance of the incorrectly recognized pajerak mark and an instance 
of an incorrect superscript letter: instead of ме́лхысе́дека 9/10 and трⷪи́ци 1, the model 
renders ме́лхы се́де́ка 9/10 and трⷫи́ци 1.
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5. Concluding Remarks

The conducted research has shown that by using the Transkribus software platform 
extraordinarily efficient models for the automatic recognition of Serbian Church 
Slavonic books can be created. By using an example of Prayer Book (Euchologion), 
printed in Venice in Božidar Vuković’s (1538–1540) printery, we described the process 
of transcription and creation of a special model for the automatic recognition of 
individual Serbian Church Slavonic printed books. The efficiency of different versions 
of the special Dionisio (0.1–0.3.) model (named after Božidar Vuković’s Italian 
pseudonym – Dionisio della Vechia) depends on the number of transcripts used for 
training. By using the transcripts with only around 4000 words, an efficient model can 
be created, recognizing approximately 95% of characters. If the number of manuscripts 
used for the training is increased, this leads to the improvement of the model and 
reduces the rate of the unrecognized characters to 1–2%. The paper has shown that 
the model trained for the automatic recognition of individual books can efficiently 
be used for the automatic recognition of other books belonging to the same printing 
tradition or the ones originating from the same printery. Thus, by using the special 
Dionisio 0.3. model, we obtained transcripts (around 10000 words per book) of other 
Serbian Church Slavonic books printed in Venice in Božidar and Vicenzo Vuković’s 
printery: Psalter (1519–1520), Prayer Book (Miscellany for Travellers) (1536), Festal 
Menaion (1538), Prayer Book (Miscellany for Travellers) (1547) and Hieratikon 
(Liturgikon) (1554). After the manual correction, the transcripts were used to create 
the first version of the Dionisio 1.0. generic model, which manifested extraordinary 
results in the automatic recognition of the Venetian editions. The Character Error Rate 
(CER) ranges from 2–5%, depending on the book, and the errors are most frequently 
connected with the failure to recognize accent marks and blanks between words. 
The Dionisio 1.0. generic model represents the first publicly available model for the 
automatic recognition of the Serbian Church Slavonic Cyrillic script operating within 
the Transkribus software platform (see https://readcoop.eu/model/dionisio-1-0/). 
When this model is applied, the platform users can automatically obtain transcripts of 
Serbian Church Slavonic books from Božidar and Vicenzo Vuković’s printery, which, 
after manual correction, can further be used to create digital editions and electronic 
corpora, as well as for different philological and linguistic investigations. In this 
way, by using artificial intelligence and machine learning, the Transkribus software 
platform enables us to perform mass digitization of Serbian Church Slavonic printed 
books, thus allowing for the philological and linguistic investigations of the Serbian 
Church Slavonic language to be based on larger and more representative samples. 
In the next stage of the research, the performance of the Dionisio 1.0. model will 
be tested on Serbian Church Slavonic books printed in other old Serbian printeries 
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(Cetinje, Goražde, Mrkšina Crkva, Belgrade, Mileševa, Gračanica, etc.), which 
should in the near future lead to the creation of a generic model for the automatic 
recognition of Serbian Church Slavonic printed books in their totality.
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